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ABSTRACT
Conte xt: Cloud Computing has evolved and advanced over the recent years due to its concept of sharing
computing resources rather than having local servers to handle applications. The growth of Cloud
Computing has resulted in large number of datacenters around the world containing thousands of nodes.
The nodes are used to process various forms of workloads. Generally, the datacenters efficiency is
calculated solely based how fast workload can be processed. Recently, energy consumption has been
adopted as additional efficiency metric. The main reasons for this development is increased
environmental awareness and escalating costs related to supplying power to large number units and to
datacenter cooling. Cloud providers has developed the concept of virtualization, where multiple
operating system and applications run on the same server at the same time. A key feature enabled by
virtualization is migrating a virtual machine from one physical host to another. In particular, the
capability of Virtual Machine (VM) migration brings multiple benefits such elastic resource sharing and
energy aware consolidation. Live Virtual Machine migration in datacenters has great potential to
decrease energy consumption up to certain level of usage.
Obje ctives: The aim of this thesis is to perform cold and/or live migration to relocate Virtual Machines
among hosts in a datacenter thereby reducing the energy consumption. PowerAPI is used to estimate
the energy consumption of each VM. A heuristic algorithm is developed and evaluated in order to
optimize energy consumption. The overall CPU utilization is calculated during the live migration when
the energy consumed is optimized.
Method: With the obtained knowledge about the VM migration and the factors that influence the
migration process, a heuristic algorithm is designed for limiting energy consumption in datacenter. The
algorithm takes the energy distribution over a set of VMs and corresponding hosts as input. The output
of this algorithm will be the redistribution of VMs to the hosts such that the overall energy consumption
is lowered. The proposed model is implemented and evaluated in an Openstack environment.
Resul ts: The results of the experiment study give the energy consumption of each node and then sumup to give the total energy consumption of the datacenter. The results are taken with the default
OpenStack VM placement algorithm as well as with the heuristic algorithm developed in this work. The
comparison of results indicate that the total energy consumption of the datacenter is reduced when the
heuristic is used. The overall CPU utilization of each node is evaluated and the values are almost similar
when compared with heuristic.
Conclus ion: The analysis of results concludes that the overall energy consumption of the datacenter is
optimized by relocating the virtual machines among hosts according to the algorithm using virtual
machine live migration. This also results that CPU Utilization is not varied much when live migration
is used to optimize the energy consumption.

Keywords: Datacenter, Energy consumption, Live
migration, Virtual Machine (VM)
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Overview

Cloud computing is an internet based computing which realizes the concept of computing as
a utility where computing resources are offered as services and not as products. Thousands of
servers have been employed worldwide to meet the needs of customers for computing services
by big organizations like Amazon, Microsoft, IBM and Google[1].
The demand for cloud computing and its development has resulted in the establishment of
large-scale datacenters around the world containing thousands of compute nodes. But, the
Cloud datacenters are consuming large amount of electric energy resulting in high operating
costs and carbon dioxide emissions to the environment. From a survey, it has proven that the
energy consumed by the datacenters has risen by 56% from 2005 to 2010, and in 2010 is
accounted to be between 1.1% and 1.5% of the total electricity use. Moreover, an annual
growth rate at 30% on datacenters energy consumption was predicted from 2012 to 2016. So,
minimizing energy consumption is important and designing energy efficient datacenters has
recently received considerable attention by the research community[2].
Cloud computing brings in the concept of server virtualization where, a large pool of resources
is formed which can be offered to the users from their physical infrastructure. Server
virtualization is the virtualization technology that enables multiple virtual machines (VMs) to
run on a single physical machine. This is obtained with the help of a hypervisor which abstracts
the underlying physical resources. Server virtualization offers advantages such as server
consolidation, dynamic resource management, hardware optimization, heterogeneous system
operation and dynamic load balancing. Furthermore, cloud computing relies on one of the key
features provided by server virtualization which is the migration of virtual machines[3].
Live migration feature of virtualization enables to move process state and memory content (in
the form of a VM) from one physical machine to another machine. There are various ways
through which VMs can be moved from one physical host to another. The basic Pre-Copy and
Post-Copy approaches are used for live migration of VM pages from source to destination
machines with small variation in downtime. These approaches are detailed in Section 2.3.1.
So, when a VM is live migrated, it is necessary that this migration balances the requirement
of minimization of downtime and total migration time parameters of live migration[1].
VM

VM

VM

VM

VM

HYPERVISOR
OPERATING SYSTEM
HARDWARE

Figure 1: Principle of Virtualization
Virtual machine live migration has attracted considerable interest to minimize energy
consumption in cloud datacenters in recent years. In this thesis, we are focusing on live
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migration of VMs among the hosts in a datacenter with quality constraints there by reducing
the overall energy consumption.

1.2

Motivation

The growing adoption of cloud computing has prompted the cloud service providers to ensure
that they can be flexible in delivery to meet various customer requirements. Until recently,
high performance has been the sole concern in datacenter deployments, and this demand has
been fulfilled without paying much attention to energy consumption.
As energy costs are increasing while availability of resources is decreasing, there is a need to
shift the focus from optimizing datacenter management for pure performance to optimizing
them for energy efficiency, while maintain high service level performance. As computing
applications and data are growing so quickly that increasingly larger servers and disks are
needed to process them fast, lowering the energy usage of datacenters is a challenging and
complex issue[4].
This work advances the datacenter management in two ways. First, it can play a significant
role in reducing energy consumption costs, and thus helps to develop a strong and competitive
Cloud computing industry. Second, it helps to gain tactical flexibility and builds a positive
environmental brand by reducing the emissions of carbon dioxide.

1.3

Problem Statement

The Live VM migration has served as a main approach to achieve better efficiency of
datacenters. This approach is used to transfer a VM across distinct physical servers[5].The
primary approach to save energy is by server consolidation via VM migrations, which allows
more computers to be turned off. Generally, the migration of VMs can be classified into three
categories: cold migration, hot migration and live migration. The first, shutdowns the source
VM and then moves VM from one host to another. After migration is done, the VM is restarted.
In the second, the guest VM is suspended instead of shutting down and is restarted after the
VM is moved from source to destination. The third performs the same logical functionality
but without the need to pause the source virtual machine for the transition. Compared to regular
migration, the live migration has great potential of using VM and VM migration technology
to efficiently manage workload consolidation, and therefore improve the total datacenter
energy efficiency[5].
The problems that we need to investigate in this thesis are:
 To study the energy consumed by each VM and hosts individually.
 To examine on how to migrate a VM across physical servers so that the overall energy
consumption is minimized.
 To look into the energy consumed during the live migration process.
In order to look into these problems, we consider an Openstack as the testbed platform for this
thesis work. The reason for selecting this platform is the power of Openstack in administering
clouds and because it is free, open source, simple and easy to deploy using tools such as
Mirantis Fuel. KVM hypervisor has been chosen because it is free and open source as well. It
is easy-to-use and gives fully featured integrated virtualization solution for Linux. In addition,
it is default hypervisor in Ubuntu and Openstack provides great support for KVM and Ubuntu.

1.4

Research Questions

Q1. How can energy consumption be optimized using cold or live migration?
8

Q2. What is the energy consumed by a virtual machine during live migration?
Q3. How is the overall CPU utilization affected when live migration is used to optimize
energy consumption?

1.5

Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are:


It gives an analysis of energy consumed by set of VMs and the energy consumed
during the live migration process using PowerAPI.



An algorithm is developed that takes the energy consumption of set of VMs and hosts
as input and redistributes the VMs to the host so that the overall energy consumption
is minimized.



Analyzes the overall CPU utilization during the live migration when the energy
consumed is optimized.



The proposed algorithm is implemented in an Openstack environment deployed on
KVM hypervisor.

1.6

Outline

This thesis is structured in the following way:
 Chapter 1 gives the overview of the thesis work, the main aim of the project and
motivation behind.
 Chapter 2 continues with an introduction to cloud computing, virtualization concepts,
live migration and the tools used.
 Chapter 3 presents a discussion of related and previous works.
 Chapter 4 proposes the method and solution to the problems discussed. And also
presents a discussion about implementation details.
 Chapter 5 provides the results calculated and gives analysis of solution.
 Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and discusses the future work.
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2

BACKGROUND

2.1

Cloud Computing

Cloud computing deals with the provision of computing and networking resources which are
virtualized. This enables the user to get connected to a dynamically scalable infrastructure
from a remote location. The idea of cloud computing is based on a very fundamental principle
of reusability of IT capabilities[6]. Cloud computing enables its users to provision their
infrastructure online, thereby reducing the upfront investment.
Cloud computing has a variety of characteristics, with the main ones being:





Shared Infrastructure – This enables the sharing of physical services, storage and
networking capabilities. Cloud infrastructure, regardless of deployment model, aims
at making the most of the infrastructure available across a number of users.
Dynamic Provisioning – Provision gives the flexibility to scale up or scale down the
infrastructure based on current demand requirements. On-Demand provision of
resources will make the service resilient during peak hours.
Network Access – The resources are accessible over the internet from a broad range
of devices such as PCs, laptops and mobile devices. This is particularly attractive for
business employees as they can be connected to projects even if they are on road.
Managed Metering – Consumers are billed only for what they use. This can be done
by using metering for managing and optimizing the service and providing the billing
information[7].

Once a cloud is established, the deployment of cloud computing services can be differed
depending on the requirements. The primary service models being deployed are commonly
known as:

Software as Service (SaaS)

Platform as Service (PaaS)

Infrastructure as Service (IaaS)
Figure 2: Service Model Types
Some of the possible benefits of cloud computing-based services and applications are cost
saving, scalability, reliability, maintenance and mobile accessibility. The datacenter hardware
and software is what we call a cloud[7]. The growth and demand of Cloud computing has
resulted in the establishment of large-scale datacenters around the world containing thousands
of compute nodes. A datacenter is composed of a set of hundreds to thousands of processing
servers that are used to process workloads[8].
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2.1.1

Datacenters

A datacenter is a big room to facilitate computers, telecommunications and storage systems in
a large scale. It is a centralized repository for managing the data and information. The
datacenters provide proper environment and security to protect the client data and equipment.
It has data communication connections and redundant power systems. By renting these data
center resources client can reduce their cost of operation and need for technical staff, and
increase the amount of time and energy in expending their core business.
The first standard to address the datacenter infrastructure was done in April 2005, by the
Telecommunications Industry Association (TIA), which has produced specification TIA-942:
Telecommunications Infrastructure for Datacenter. This standard encloses all parts of
datacenter design, including cabling, facility, network design and datacenter tiers. The key
features of datacenters include the storage of aggregated physical hard drive resources creating
a “logical storage”. These logical storage spaces can be accessed from many different
computers that share same storage space.
The datacenter can be anywhere; the users of the cloud do not need to know the location of the
datacenter and need not worry about the operations and maintenance of resources in the cloud.
They just need to know about connections required to access resources and regarding the usage
of applications that are needed to perform their tasks. A client can purchase or rent the
resources available in a datacenter and in the cloud. The resources such as processing time,
network bandwidth, disk storage and memory[9].

Figure 3: An example of datacenter network. [10]
Cloud computing is one of the service offered at datacenter. The use of cloud computing
centralizes the clients’ server hardware and applications there by reducing the need to maintain
a server in all practical applications. The use of cloud computing also has many other benefits
such as increase in productivity, since users can access their applications from anywhere over
the internet. The datacenter reduces the need for hardware by “time sharing” clients on the
same hardware platform with the use of virtualization[9]. The challenges faced by a datacenter
are:
 Traffic load balancing
11







Support for VM migration
Achieving bisection bandwidth
Energy saving / Cooling
Network management
Security

However, Energy consumption became a critical concern for large datacenters, as well as for
the growing cloud infrastructures they host. The cloud computing guaranties to deliver
unlimited power on demand but the resources required and associated costs have shifted
research from optimizing performance to find a tradeoff between energy efficiency and
performance[11].

2.1.2

Energy Consumption in Datacenters

In recent years, the demand for computing resources increased in vast range. The modern
datacenters are expanding to accommodate this increasing demand for the resources. In order
to face this fast-paced demand for resources, cloud computing has emerged with concept of
virtualization technology to enable a more efficient resource management. In this context,
however, energy consumption becomes a critical concern for large-scale datacenters[12].
Power consumption in the datacenters can be determined by the CPU, memory, disk storage
and network interfaces. The CPU consumes the main part of energy in a server. The power
consumption by a server grows linearly with the growth of the CPU utilization from the value
of power consumption in the ideal state up to the power consumption when the server is fully
utilized. Hence, the power consumption is proportional to the CPU utilization. The relation
can be given as,

P (µ) = Pidle + (Pbusy – Pidle) µ
Where, P is the estimated power consumption, Pidle is the average power consumption by an
idle server, Pbusy is the average power consumed by the server when it is fully utilized and µ is
the current CPU utilization whereas the power required by the CPU is described as,

P = CV2f
Where, C is capacitance required for the clock pulse, V is the voltage required to drive the
CPU circuitry at the frequency f.
If the average CPU utilization is less than 100%, it means there are off-periods in the time
duration considered for the average. With the enough off-periods, the voltage and frequency
can be lowered to save power. This technique of trading off-periods to save power is called
Dynamic Frequency and Voltage Scaling[13][2].
Recent developments in virtualization have resulted in its proliferation across datacenters. The
rearrangement of VMs between physical nodes, enables dynamic migration of VMs per the
performance requirements. When VMs do not use all the provided resources, they can be
consolidated to the minimum number of physical nodes, while idle nodes can be switched to
sleep mode to eliminate the idle power consumption and reduce the total energy consumption
of the datacenter.

2.1.3

Power API

Power API is an open source project developed by the spirals research group in order to
address the key challenges of green IT. It is a tool kit designed to measure power without
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hardware requirements. It is software-defined power meter, that can estimate power
consumption of software in real time. To be more specific, consider a distributed setup in
which there is one VM on each node per user. The user can subsequently launch additional
virtual machines with multiple processes running on each of them. Now, in this situation, there
is a need to monitor the power consumption of each user processes and VM’s separately. In
addition, the user can operate on multiple nodes, thus it is necessary to monitor all user
processes to determine per user energy consumption. BITWATTS Scala, it is an extension of
Power API can monitor the process level power estimation for applications running in virtual
machines[14].
BITWATTS is a middleware framework designed as a solution to build software-defined
power meters. To test the efficiency of BITWATTS, several experiments were conducted with
several workloads on various computer settings and the results produced similar trends of
power estimation when compared with the actual measures. This framework supports process
estimation in VM-based systems and improves the accuracy of state-of-the-art power
estimation. It also supports distributed monitoring systems by collecting and aggregating the
power measures in order to deliver an estimation of consumption of a distributed system. This
is done using publish/subscribe middleware.
The figure 4, represents the multi-tier architecture of BITWATTS. The figure shows the power
consumption of virtual machine on the host to the applications running within the virtual
machine. It supports communication across machines to report the estimation of power
consumed by the distributed applications across multiple nodes. It provides an open source
implementation by building benchmarks to provide CPU power models. The monitoring
console acts as a fast communication interface to connect instances of BITWATTS running
on the hosts and VM’s. The exchange of data between instances of BITWATTS is done in two
phases. In the first phase, the data is exchanged between the host and VM to estimate the power
consumption of a process in VM. The second phase, the power estimation of another server is
reported that is aggregate of data that is monitored on multiple physical nodes[15].

VM1
APP

Bitwatt
s

VM2
APP

VM1

Bitwatt
s

APP

Bitwatt

Forward

------------------HostA

Bit Watts

Bit Watts

------HostB

Publish / subscribe broker
Subscribe

Monitoring Console
HostC

Figure 4: Bit Watts middleware architecture [15]

2.2

Virtualization

In Cloud computing, Virtualization is mechanism that abstracts the underlying hardware and
the system resources away from an application or a given operating system. This is typically
performed within a cloud environment across a large set of servers using a Hypervisor or
Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) that lies in between the hardware and the operating
system[1].
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Types of Virtualization

Infrastructure Virtualization

System Virtualization

PC Server
Virtualization

Network
Virtualization

Storage
Virtualization

Software Virtualization

Desktop
Virtualization

High Level Language
Virtualization

Application
Virtualization

Figure 5: Types of Virtualization
Server Virtualization facilities the creation of multiple virtual machines in a single physical
machine. The physical machines are termed as the host and the virtual machines that run on
the host are referred as guests. The terms virtual machines and guests can be used
interchangeably. Hypervisor assigns the physical resources (CPU, memory, disk, I-O, etc.) to
each VM that runs on the host[16].

2.2.1

Hypervisor

The hypervisor, also known as a Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM) is software layer which
enables virtualization. It is responsible for creating the virtual environment on which the quest
virtual machines operate. It handles the quest systems and makes sure resources are allocated
to the quests as necessary. Generally, hypervisors are classified into two categories:
 Type 1 Hypervisor
 Type 2 Hypervisor
2.2.1.1

Type 1 Hypervisor

The Type 1 hypervisor runs directly on the hardware of the host machine and thus is considered
as a native or bare metal hypervisor. This makes all the hardware controlled by the hypervisor
and is also responsible for setting up the hardware correctly. It is also responsible for allocation
of resources (disk, memory, CPU, and peripherals) to its guest machines. As this hypervisor
lacks the overhead of running an extra OS on the host machine, it is faster compared to the
type1 hypervisor. In general, this hypervisor is most commonly seen in server virtualization
environment.
2.2.1.2

Type 2 Hypervisor

The Type 2 hypervisor are operated as a program on the top of an operating system. That is
the OS is running on the host machine and has full control over the hardware. This has some
14

advantage as the hypervisor can make use of all the resources offered by the operating system.
The type2 hypervisor is said to be more portable, since there are less hardware dependencies.
The disadvantage of this hypervisor is additional overhead caused by the operating system
which can cause a hit on performance compared to Type 1 hypervisors. The popular type2
hypervisor is Virtual Box[17].

2.2.2

Virtualization Approaches
2.2.2.1

KVM

KVM (for kernel-based Virtual Machine) is relatively new hypervisor and gained
popularity in past few years. KVM is implemented as a kernel module, which when
loaded converts the kernel into bare metal hypervisor and thus providing the core
virtualization infrastructure.
2.2.2.2

XEN

Xen is an open-source type1 bare metal hypervisor, which makes it possible to run
multiple instances of an operating system on a single host machine.
Key features of XEN are:
Xen has iSCSI and NFS supported storage. It provides the most cost effective a scalable
solution to deploy complex systems.

2.2.3

Virtualization Implementation Technologies

 Full Virtualization: In Full virtualization, the hypervisor is responsible for the
management of underlying hardware. It fully virtualizes the main physical server to
support software and applications, which makes the environment as if it is working on
a unique server. It uses a kind of technology called Binary Translation that is when a
Guest OS calls the instructions, hypervisor stops the instructions and handles the
responsibility to perform the work of instructions.
 Para Virtualization: In para virtualization, the kernel of the Guest operating system
is modified to run on hypervisor. Only the software and programs are carried out in a
precise manner without any hardware simulation. The operations that run in the
operating system call for the privileged instructions calls into the hypervisor, which is
called hyper call. A typical representative of para-virtualization is Xen[16].
 Hardware assisted Virtualization: This makes use of virtualization features built
into the latest generation of CPUs from both Intel and AMD. These enhancements
provide extensions to run unmodified quest virtual machines without the overheads
that is these new processors provide additional privilege in which hypervisor can
operate leaving place for unmodified guest operating systems[3].
Virtualization technology is evolving and growing rapidly by providing a wide range of
benefits to computing systems, such as enhanced resource utilization and management,
application isolation and portability, and system reliability. Among these features, live
migration technology, which has gained considerable interest and developed as a key feature
to replace running VMs seamlessly across distinct physical hosts. It has become an extremely
powerful tool for VM load balancing, fault tolerance, power management and other
applications[18].
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2.3

Live Migration

Migration is an important feature of virtualization technology. The process of live migration
enables transferring of memory images from the overload host to the destination host. The
migration of virtual machine can be done in two methods such as cold or live migration. In
Cold migration, the virtual machine is paused and all its memory is copied to the target host.
Once it is done, the VM is restarted on the target host. Cold migration has a very low
complexity, but it can cause a considerable service downtime. During live migration, the
services continue to run on the source host and the memory of running VM is copied to the
destination host. The VM is then stopped, the remaining state is copied and the VM is resumed
on the target host with minimum or no downtime[19].
Live migration process has gained huge amount of attention among the datacenter providers
in recent years because of its process of moving a VM across distinct physical hosts, which
has become an advantage for a variety of tasks such as high availability, workload balancing,
hardware maintenance and power management. To migrate a running VM across distinct
physical hosts, the source host first establishes a connection with the destination and transfers
the configuration data. Then the memory assigned to the migrating virtual machine is copied
over the network to the destination host. Then the remaining modified memory pages are
duplicated, the number of pages transferred determines the virtual machine ability to access
and modify the memory pages. And finally, the virtual hard disk files are transferred and the
VM is resumed on the destination host[20].

Figure 6: An example of Live Migration

2.3.1

Live Migration Approaches
2.3.1.1

Pre-Copy Approach

 Warm-up Phase: During this phase, virtual machine continues to run on the
source host and the Hypervisor copies all the memory pages from source to
destination. If some memory pages are modified during memory copy processdirty pages, they will be re-copied until the rate of recopied pages is not less
than page dirtying rate.
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 Stop-and-copy Approach: After warm-up phase, the VM will be stopped in
source host and the remaining modified memory pages will be copied to the
destination and VM will be resumed in destination. The time between stopping
VM on source and resuming it on destination is called “down-time”.
2.3.1.2

Post-Copy Approach

The Post-copy approach first suspends the migrating virtual machine at the source host.
With the VM suspended, copies the minimal processor state to the target host and
begins fetching the memory pages over the network from the source. The VM is then
resumed at the target, even though the entire memory state of the VM has not yet been
transferred.

2.3.2

Advantages of Live Migration

 Load Balancing – The virtual machines can be moved from the overloaded hosts to
the less loaded or under-utilized hosts.
 Hardware Independence – the virtual or guest machines are hardware independent and
do not experience any downtime due to the improvements in hardware.
 Energy Saving – The virtual machines can be redistributed among the hosts so that the
empty nodes can be switched off.
 Geographic Migration – In serious circumstances or for low latency, the virtual
machines can be moved to another location[21].

2.4

KVM Hypervisor

The kernel-based Virtual Machine, or KVM, is a hypervisor that allows to create and run
multiple operating systems on a single hardware host. Each virtual machine has a private
virtualized hardware such as network card, graphics adapter, disk etc. KVM is an inbuilt
virtualization open source software available in Linux[22].
KVM is designed after the release of hardware assisted virtualization extensions such as Intel
VT or AMD-V and is implemented by taking the advantage of these extensions rather than
building them. Therefore, it requires any of these extensions to be enabled on the host system.
KVM consists a loadable kernel module which, when implemented converts the kernel into a
bare metal hypervisor. By converting the Linux kernel into hypervisor, developers are able to
take advantage of many components such as memory manager and scheduler that are already
present within the kernel instead of building them from start.
In KVM architecture, each virtual machine is managed, scheduled and secured as a standard
Linux process. KVM has standard para virtualized VirtIO drivers installed on it. VirtIO is a
standard virtualization framework that enables guests to get high performance network and
disk operations along with allowing guests to be transferred between hypervisor platforms
easily.

2.4.1

Why KVM

 KVM supports overcommitting memory that is the allocation of more virtualized
CPU’s or memory than the physical resources on the system. This also supports CPU
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overcommit, with this, the hosts with low utilization can run on fewer servers by
saving number of resources.
 KVM supports automatic ballooning, that is it allows KVM guests to reduce their
memory size. This can be done through the help of VirtIO drivers.
 KVM also has the ability to do Kernel Same Page Merging (KSM). KSM is a new
Linux feature that merges the identical pages to a single page. This provides enhanced
memory speed, higher densities and greater utilization of resources.
 KVM is able to utilize a copy-on-write image file format, often referred with acronym
as COW. It is the best way to provision pre-installed systems for testing and
development. When in COW mode, no changes are applied to the disk image. All the
changes are done in separate file saving the original.[17].

2.4.2

Virtual Machine migration in KVM

The KVM hypervisor supports any kind of migration that is either cold or live migration. That
is, it supports migration of running as well as stopped or suspended virtual machines across
hosts.
KVM also supports features such as:
Short and simple. Easy to enhance.
Block migration for transferring disk state to the destination.
Encryption of data using TLS or SSH.
Data compression using utilities like gzip, bzip2, gpg.
Capability to Tunnel VM state through an external program.
XBZRLE (Xor Binary Zero Run-Length-Encoding) compression to reduce VM
downtime and total live-migration time when migrating VMs with write-intensive
workloads. Almost un-noticeable downtime.
 RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) live migration to make migration more
deterministic using the RDMA I/O architecture[23].







2.5

OpenStack

OpenStack is the open source cloud computing platform most widely adopted in industry.
Meant to be simple to implement, this Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) is open and massively
scalable[24]. It is an Open source software to build private and public clouds. OpenStack is
highly configurable as the users can implement and modify each component as per their
requirement. The configuration is easily made through the Application Programming Interface
(API) provided by the tool. Therefore there are many different ways to use Openstack, which
makes it flexible tool that is able to work along with other software’s[25].

2.5.1

Openstack Architecture

Openstack is implemented as a collection of interacting services that control compute, storage
and networking resources. The cloud allows the administrators to control, provision and
automate resources through a web-based dashboard or command-line clients. Each open stack
service consists a functional group of Linux services and other components. The architecture
is a combination of software projects developed by NASA and Rackspace which has gained
reliability and availability for both public and private clouds[24].
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Openstack architecture has following services in it:
 Compute (Nova): This is responsible for controlling the system and allows
provisioning and management of virtual machines using disk images.
 Object Storage (Swift): The storage is provided in the form of objects and is ideal for
storing unstructured data.
 Block Storage (Cinder): It provides permanent block storage to virtual machines
where data is stored in volumes. These volumes can be plugged and unplugged from
the virtual machines. Each block acts as an individual hard drive.
 Network Management (Neutron): This service runs on the network node to service the
networking API and extensions. It is used to connect virtual machines through virtual
networks.
 Authentication (Keystone): It is used to provide users with authentication to use and
access services present in Openstack.
 Image Service (Glance): It is used to provide images from which virtual machines can
be launched as instances.
 Billing Service (Ceilometer): It monitors and measures the usage of cloud services.
 Cloud Template (Heat): It can be used to automate the process of deployment of the
cloud by using configuration files.
 Dashboard (Horizon): It provides user interface to configure and deploy all the
services from the dashboard. The user can create, run and manage the virtual
machines, resources and connectivity.

2.5.2

Virtual Machine Migration in Openstack

Several virtual machine migrations are possible using Openstack. They are:
 Non-Live Migration
 Live Migration
2.5.2.1

Non-Live Migration:

In this type of migration, the virtual machine is shut down and is later migrated to
another compute node. This virtual machine is rebooted in the new compute node.
2.5.2.2

Live Migration:

In this type of migration, the virtual machine is migrated to a compute node without
shutting the virtual machine down. There are three different types of live migration
which are supported in Openstack. They are:
 Shared Storage-Based Live Migration: The both hypervisors have the access
to the shared storage.
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 Block Live Migration: No shared storage. In this case, disk state is also
migrated.
 Volume-Backed Live Migration: In this case, each virtual machine is backed
by volumes (offered by cinder) which are also migrated completely. No shared
storage is required in this case as well[3].

2.6

Optimization Algorithms

In today’s world, computers are being used to solve highly complex problems. There are many
ways in which the problem is solved. In most of the cases we try to develop a criterion or a
logic to solve a problem that can be applied to other problem with in the same area, such an
approach to solve problems is referred to as developing an algorithm. The requirement of
highly capitalized societies is to get “maximum benefit with minimum cost”. For achieving
this goal, we usually depend on optimization techniques. Many problems in various fields are
formulated as optimization problems and solved using various optimization algorithms. Due
to this reason, Over the decades, the engineers are growing attention and getting attracted to
the development and application of optimization models [26].
The main objective to solve optimization problems, is to find the optimal of all possible
solution that minimizes or maximizes a cost function. The cost function is a parameter defined
to evaluate a quality of generated solution. For a given problem, the collection of all possible
solutions can be regarded as a search space and the optimization algorithms used are often
referred to as search algorithms[27].
There are different types of optimization algorithms based on the problems:
 Linear Programming: This describes class of optimization tasks in which both the
constraints and optimization criterion are linear functions. A set of variables are given
and real values are assigned to them to satisfy the linear equations and minimize or
maximize a given linear objective function.
 Dynamic Programming: Dynamic programming finds the best solution among the
existing solutions. The past results are used to find out the new results.
 Greedy algorithms: This is like Dynamic programming, in which local optimum is
chosen and finally end up at a global optimum.
 Heuristic algorithms: Heuristic algorithms are designed as a technique for solving
problems more quickly than classic methods and when classic methods fail to find
exact solution, Heuristic helps in finding approximate solution.

2.6.1

Heuristic Algorithm

A Heuristic method is basically structured as a replacement of classic methods as they are too
slow or fails to find the exact solution. This technique solves the problem more quickly and
finds an approximate solution[28]. Heuristics are important in practice because of its
efficiency in producing the solution. An efficient heuristic algorithm is the one which
determines a solution within a reasonable time using reasonable resources. The development
of heuristic algorithm helps in solving the problems related to energy efficiency and network
management. They can be applied to many problems because they do not rely on rigorous
mathematical characteristics of the problem [29].
The reasons behind choosing heuristic algorithm for optimizing the energy consumption are:
 For many problems, there is no feasible way to find good optimization solutions
except by using heuristics methods.
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 Easy to learn and implement.
 Does not stop at local minimum and might find global optimum.
 They tend to parallelize relatively efficiently which will be increasingly important in
the future [30].
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3

RELATED WORK

This section discusses the previous works done on reducing the energy consumption in
datacenters, the methods used and their outcome in improving the efficiency of the datacenter.
This also presents the works done on implementing the live migration method to improve
energy efficiency.
Paper [2] presents novel techniques, models, algorithms and software for distributed dynamic
consolidation of Virtual machines in cloud datacenters. The main goal of this work is to
improve the utilization of resources and reduce the energy consumption under workload
independent quality of service constraints. To achieve this, they proposed a distributed
approach to energy-efficient dynamic VM consolidation and several novel heuristics which
lead to a great reduction energy consumption. The paper also focusses on the heuristics for
distributed dynamic VM consolidation under host overload, host underload, VM selection and
VM placement conditions. This paper brings the idea of switching off the ideal nodes when nt
in use and allocation of virtual machines to other hosts when it is overloaded which I have
implemented in this work. This also gives a brief idea on power and energy models and
problems of high power and energy consumption.
Paper [4], proposed energy-aware allocation heuristics that improves energy efficiency of
datacenter, while delivering the quality of service. They conducted a survey of research in
energy-efficient computing and proposed architectural principles for energy-efficient
management of clouds, energy-efficient resource allocation policies and scheduling algorithms
considering QoS expectations and power usage characteristics of the devices and number of
open research challenges, addressing which can bring substantial benefits to both resource
providers and consumers. In order to compare the efficiency of the algorithms, they have
considered several metrics like total energy consumption and SLA violation percentage. The
proposed approached is validated by conducting a performance evaluation study using the
CloudSim toolkit and concluded that this approach leads to a substantial reduction of energy
consumption in Cloud datacenters.
Paper [31], introduced Energy-Efficient Scheduling Scheme call EESS for virtual machines
that distribute maximum workload on minimum number of virtual machine’s so less amount
of energy is consumed. The main goal is to effectively schedule virtual machine request in the
form of lease to virtual machine. The scheme is implemented by creating a cloud environment
using Virtual Box. The proposed EES scheme use migration, pause, resume, clone of virtual
machines to distribute the workload. It schedules the virtual machines to number of jobs less
deployment time. It manages the utilization of workload on less number of virtual machines.
The scheme is compared under different parameters considering number of virtual machines,
energy conserved and workload utilization. This scheme is beneficial for power generation
plant and Green Computing. The paper concluded that virtualization enables high reliability
and agile deployment mechanisms providing on demand cloning and live migration services
which improves possibility.
Paper [12], explores the energy consumption patterns of infrastructure-as-a-service cloud
environments under various synthetic and real application workloads. For each scenario, they
have investigated the power overhead trigged by different types of virtual machines, the impact
of the virtual cluster size on the energy-efficiency of the hosting infrastructure and the tradeoff
between the performance and energy consumption of MapReduce virtual clusters through
typical cloud applications. They have performed two types of experiments. First, carried out a
set of component tests to analyze the impact of virtualized workloads on the power
consumption of each node. In the second, they focused on three typical MapReduce
applications to estimate the effect of increasing the capacity of a virtual cluster on performance
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and energy consumption. This paper has concluded that, by considering the entire cloud, the
evaluations provide valuable insights on the cloud computing potential to save energy.
Paper [1], analyzed the impact of VM size and network bandwidth on VM migration time and
energy consumption of the source system. To analyze they have considered Kernel-based
Virtual Machine (KVM) hypervisor and Virt Manager to perform VM live migration on
Ubuntu 14.04 Linux machines in various conditions. The VM was migrated six times between
two machine hosts for fixed value of bandwidth. Then the VM size is increased to 2GB and
migration time and power consumption are measured for different bandwidth values. The
average migration time and average energy consume are calculated using the obtained results.
The parameters considered here are the VM size, migration time and the energy consumption
of source machine. This paper concluded that live migration can reduce energy consumption
and migration time of subsystems by selecting VM with least memory size for migration and
increased network bandwidth.
Paper [5], presents power consumption evaluation on the effects of live migration of VMs.
They have first considered the practical approach to evaluate power consumption of virtual
machines and then estimate the power cost of VM migration both for the original physical
server that starts the migration and the destination server that accepts the transfer. In this work,
they have considered two aspects that mainly dedicate to power cost of server, the processor
frequency and CPU utilization percentage, and have conducted two experiments. The first one
is to verify that server power cost can be represented by CPU usage, specifically, is directly
proportional to CPU usage. This conclusion drawn is, in the source server, as CPU Utilization
increases power impact of live migration falls and the time cost is not affected by the CPU for
both source and destination. The second is to get power consumption of server in each
processor frequency, which also verifies that in a fixed frequency, the power consumption can
be represented by CPU utilization percentage. At the end, they have evaluated the power
consumption caused by live migration. The paper concluded that VM migration is key to
realize VM-based resource reservation and power reduction.
Paper [32], developed an energy-efficient heuristic algorithm to minimize the energy
consumption in cloud computing environment. To analyze the developed algorithm, they have
assumed a centralized cloud is hosted on a datacenter that is composed of large number of
heterogeneous servers. The energy consumed by a set of virtual machine for executing the task
run on the resource. The energy consumed by the resource is proportional to the processor
associated with the resource. The resource allocated to a task must sufficiently provide the
resource usage for this task, if the resources are not provided the task is putted in waiting
queue. Simulation experiments are conducted to know the performance of heuristic based task
consolidation algorithm to optimize energy consumption. Concluded that MaxMaxUtil
algorithm is preferred over others to optimize the energy consumption in cloud computing
system.
Paper [30], considered possible energy savings of wireless access networks through
development of a integer linear programming (ILP) model based on energy efficient network
management. This paper throws in an idea about heuristic algorithm that ensures minimization
of network energy consumption in reasonable amount of time. They developed own heuristic
algorithm that mainly focusses on the minimization of energy consumption in WLANs. The
algorithm is composed of two phases: The first phase is the Greedy approach to build up a
feasible solution. The second phase is local search(LS) that starts with an initial solution and
iteratively moves to the best candidate within the current neighborhood. A comparison of
optimization results and computational time of heuristic approach with those of ILP model is
done. The presenters concluded that heuristic algorithms can be valuable alternatives to exact
algorithms due to valuable alternatives to exact algorithms due to possibilities of offering good
solution in reasonable amount time of time.
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4

MODEL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

This section explains the procedure behind optimizing the energy consumption in datacenters.
The procedure gives the practical approach of solution to achieve the objectives of this thesis
work. It focusses on:
 Parameters considered to design the algorithm and along with the cost function.
 Heuristic algorithm designed to minimize the overall energy consumption in a
datacenter.
 Validating all steps involved in the algorithm using Simulation.
 Test bed design for conducting the experiment and analyzing the results.
 Different experiment scenarios considered and details on how it is implemented in
each case.

4.1

Modelling Technique

The first step of developing an experiment model is to study the system. There are many ways
that are designed to study a system to provide an insight about various components and the
performance of the system. The evaluation technique is selected based on the requirements,
configurations and resources required for the experiment[33].

Figure 7: Ways to Study a System
In this study, experiment with the physical model and the mathematical model along with
simulation is considered. A datacenter environment is created with nodes and virtual machines
in it. The physical model is the replication at a small scale of a datacenter with a set of hosts
and virtual machines that are configured to support an Openstack cloud with all its complete
features and capabilities. The primary goal is to measure the energy consumption of the system
and then implementing the energy-saving algorithm on the physical model. This algorithm
accepts the energy consumption over set of VMs and corresponding hosts as the input and
migrates the VMs to hosts using live migration technique to reduce the energy consumption.
The algorithm is implemented in Python code on the physical model. The algorithm is
validated and examined to see how it can be used to support the system by the means of
simulation, that is numerically exercising the model for inputs in question to see how they
affect the output measures of performance.
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4.2

Heuristic Algorithm

An approach for solving the problem of high energy consumption in the datacenters is based
on development of a heuristic algorithm. Heuristics are considered as high priority in practice
because they provide efficiency in determining solution with in reasonable time. Accordingly,
this heuristic algorithm is designed in order to minimize the overall energy consumption in
datacenters. The major steps involved in developing this algorithm are as follows:
 Taking the energy consumption over set of virtual machines as input.
 To determine which and where the VMs should be migrated, thresholds are introduced
so as to separate the rearrangement of virtual machines to hosts process into two
different manners.
 Considering the node and virtual machine parameters such as Memory, Disk space
and number of Cpu cores to determine whether the virtual machine can be live
migrated to the destination node.

4.2.1

Design

The working flow of algorithm in detail is explained below:
 The algorithm fetches the current energy consumption values of all the virtual
machines and also different specifications values such as Memory, Disk space and
number of Cpucores.
 This also takes the hosts specification values such as Memory, Diskspace and number
of Cpu cores as the input and calculates the amount of available free space each node
has so as to know if a virtual machine can be migrated or not.
 Then the basic idea is to set upper and lower energy consumption thresholds for the
system and migrate the virtual machines accordingly to keep the overall energy
consumption by all the virtual machines lower.
 In this thesis, we assumed load is proportional to the energy consumption. That is the
host that consumes less energy has less load. If the overall energy consumption of the
system falls below the lower threshold, all the VMs are migrated from the node with
less energy consumption (less load) to the node with high energy consumption (high
load) and all the empty hosts are switched to sleep mode in order to eliminate the
idle power consumption. This is the first case.
 The second case is, if the overall energy consumption is in between the lower and
upper thresholds, some of the VMs are migrated from one host to other so as to balance
the hosts energy consumption.
 The aim is to minimize the total energy consumption of the system and the difference
between the old and the new placements forms a set of VMs that have to be
reallocated. The new placement is done using live migration of VMs.
 The third case comes when the overall energy consumption exceeds the upper
threshold that is when all the hosts energy consumption is high. In such case, no
migration of VMs is needed because there will be no big difference as every virtual
machine’s consumption is almost same and in large amount. Thus, is the optimal case.
4.2.1.1

Case 1:

This comes when the total consumption of the system is less than the lower threshold.


The hosts energy consumption values are arranged from high to low to know
the destination host. The destination host is the host that consumes high energy
(High load – Host1).
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Host List: Host 1 > Host 2 > Host 3 > Host 4


Then the VMs from each host placed inorder of low to high based on their
energy consumption, are appended to form a VMs list that need to be migrated.
Host4: VM41< VM42< VM43< VM44
Host3: VM31< VM32< VM33< VM34
Host2: VM21< VM22< VM23< VM24
Host1: VM11< VM12< VM13< VM14
o
o
o
VMs List: VM41< VM42< VM43< VM44< VM31< VM32< VM33< VM34 …



Each VM from the above VMs list that is the VMs from host with low energy
consumption is live migrated to highest energy consumed host in the Host list
using live migration command.
nova live-migrate $UUID $compute-host
UUID is the id of the VM to be migrated.
Compute-host is the destination node hostname.



Once all the VMs in one host are migrated, this host is suspended in order to
eliminate the idle energy consumption. This is done using
nova suspend NAME
NAME is the hostname of the host to be turned off.



4.2.1.2

If the available resources of the destination host are less than those needed to
accommodate the VM, then it checks for the second highest energy consuming
host in the list and migrates to that host.
Case 2:

This comes when the total energy consumption is in between the upper and lower
threshold.


The hosts are arranged in low energy consumption value to high energy
consumption value as in the above case.
Host List: Host 1 < Host 2 < Host 3 < Host 4



For each host in defined Host list, all its VMs are sorted in low to high order
based on their energy consumption.
Sorted List: VM11-Host1 < VM12-Host1 < VM21-Host2 < VM22-Host2 . . .
In the above VMs List, the arrangement of virtual machines is done by
taking the hosts in descending order where the Host List is arranged in
ascending. In this case, the virtual machines are arranged with the hosts
in the defined Host List.
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The algorithm now starts the sorting process by migrating the leftmost VM in
the Sorted list to the rightmost host and VM in the rightmost to the leftmost
host. In this way, it rearranges the VMs from each host to another in order to
balance each host energy consumption.



The live migration of VMs is carried out using the above-mentioned nova
commands. If the available resources are less for the destination host, the
virtual machine is not migrated and checks for the next the virtual machine in
the list.
The difficulty with this case is sorting the virtual machines and the
corresponding hosts to make the selection of VMs to be migrated easier.


4.2.1.3

Case 3:

In this case, the overall energy consumption of the system is greater than the upper
threshold. Each host consumes high equally high energy; thus the overall
consumption can be reduced either by reducing the load on the virtual machines
or increase the capacity of the datacenter.
4.2.1.4

Motivation

In the first case of the algorithm, all the VMs are migrated to one host and the source
hosts are switched off once the migration is done. This method can eliminate the power
consumption caused by the idle nodes and can save more energy. In the second case,
the virtual machines are migrated to balance the hosts energy consumption that is to
bring the all hosts energy consumption to equal level. This method can eliminate the
hosts reaching the maximum load that relays on the concept of Dynamic frequency and
voltage scaling to re0duce the energy consumption.

4.2.2

Cost Function

The cost function considered in this heuristic algorithm comes from the main objective of this
thesis work that is to optimize the overall energy consumption of data centers. The power
consumption by computing nodes is measured using BITWATTS, an extension of PowerAPI.
The power is measured for each second. The power consumption of a host is measured by
running the BITWATTS for a period of 6 hours as the replica of datacenter is considered in
this thesis. The power values of each hour are collected and average is taken.
Average Power Consumed = (sum of all the values)/number of values
Here, number of values is 3600 seconds.
The bitwatts is installed from GitHub Spirals-Team as PowerAPI is an open source project
developed by Spirals research group.
git clone --depth=50 git://github.com/Spirals-Team/bitwatts.git Spirals-Team/bitwatts
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The command to run for BITWATTS in order to calculate the power consumption values is
represented here.
./bin/bitwatts modules procfs-cpu-simple monitor --frequency 1000 --targets all --console
duration {time}
In the above command, procfs-cpu-simple is a module which focusses on the energy consumed
by the CPU to execute all the operations at frequency of 1000 milliseconds and consumption
values are printed on the console. The command can be modified as per the requirement. We
can monitor the consumption for a particular process by specifying its PID value in place of
all and we can change the way these values are sorted, by giving a file or graph in place of
console.

4.2.3

Inputs to Algorithm

The input values are given to this algorithm in order to execute and fetch the resulting data
are:
 The node parameters such as number of CPU Cores, Memory and Disk space along
with the current energy consumption are given.
Host-1: Hcpucores, Hmemory, Hdiskspace, Henergy consumption
Host-2: Hcpucores, Hmemory, Hdiskspace, Henergy consumption
Host-3: Hcpucores, Hmemory, Hdiskspace, Henergy consumption
Host-4: Hcpucores, Hmemory, Hdiskspace, Henergy consumption



Hostlist () = H-1EC, H-2EC, H-3EC, H-4EC . . .
 Similarly, the virtual machines in each host properties along with the virtual machine
energy consumption are given.
Host-1: VM-1cpucores, VM-1memory, VM-1diskspace, VM-1energy consumption
Host-1: VM-2cpucores, VM-2memory, VM-2diskspace, VM-2energy consumption
Host-2: VM-3cpucores, VM-3memory, VM-3diskspace, VM-3energy consumption
Host-2: VM-4cpucores, VM-4memory, VM-4diskspace, VM-4energy consumption



VMslist () = VM-1EC, VM-2EC, VM-3EC, VM-4EC . . .

4.2.4

Algorithm
Heuristic Algorithm for Optimizing Energy Consumption in Data Centers
Input: Hostlist (), VMslist ()

Output: Rearrangement of VMs

1. for Hostlist () do
Total Consumption
sum (Hostlist ())
2. end for
3. if Total Consumption <= Lower Threshold:
4. .
for Hostlist () do
5. .
Hsort
Sort (Hostlist ()) - Sorts hosts in decreasing order of EC
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

end for
for VMslist () do
VMsort
Sort (VMslist ()) – Sorts VMs in increasing order of EC
end for
for each vm in VMsort do
for each host in Hsort do
if the host has available resources (memory, disk space) for vm:
Migrate vm to host
if host is empty:
Suspend host
break
.
else
.
Check for the next host
.
end for
.
end for
else if lower threshold < Total Consumption < Upper Threshold:
for Hostlist () do
Hsort
Sort (Hostlist ()) - Sorts hosts in increasing order of EC
Rsort
Sort (Hostlist ()) - Sorts hosts in decreasing order of EC
N
Number of VMs divided by 2
for each host in Hsort do
– Sorts VMs per each host
VMsort (VM1-Host1, VM2-Host2, …) – in increasing order of EC
RVMsort (VMn-Hostn, VMn-1-Hostn-1,) –in decreasing EC till N
end for
end for
foreach host, rhost in (Hsort, Rsort) do
foreach vm, rvm in (VMsort, RVMsort) do
if rhost has available resources for vm
Migrate vm to rhost
if host has available resources for rvm
Migrate rvm to host
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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end foreach
38.
end foreach
39. else:
40.
This is Optimal case.

4.2.5

Working of Algorithm

 The algorithm takes the energy consumption, memory, disk space and number of
cpucores values of the virtual machines and hosts.
 It calculates the total energy consumption of the system by summing the individual
energy consumptions of the hosts.
 If total consumption is less than lower threshold, it selects the virtual machine from
the list and host from the host list and migrates the virtual machine to the host and
suspends the host.
 If there are no enough resources for the host to accommodate the virtual machine, it
checks for the next host in the list. The available resources are calculated by
subtracting virtual machine parameters from the respective hosts parameters.
 If the total consumption is greater than lower threshold and less than upper threshold,
it sorts the hosts list and respective virtual machines in order. Rearranges the VMs
between the hosts and balances the hosts consumption.
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 The balancing value is obtained by summing the virtual machines consumption and
dividing by the number of nodes. Each host is brought to balancing value that is
having almost similar amount of consumption on all hosts by migrating the virtual
machines accordingly.
 If the total consumption is greater than upper threshold, that is optimal case and no
operations can be done. That is the minimum energy consumption of the system.
 This algorithm is converted to a python script which is executed on the controller
node. Thus, this is a centralized algorithm.

4.2.6

Validation of Algorithm

The algorithm in this thesis work is validated using two methods. One is simulating the
algorithm using python script and other one is implementing it on the physical hardware. The
simulation code takes the number of hosts and number of virtual machines each host has along
with the energy consumption values of virtual machines and hosts as the input. It sets the
threshold values and rearranges the virtual machines among the hosts. The number of hosts
and number of the simulation model is done to study the following points.
 Number of hosts this algorithm can handle.
Simulation result has shown it can handle any number of hosts given.
 Number of virtual machines this algorithm can work for.
The result has verified that this algorithm can execute for any number of VMS
given.
 Migrating all VMs to one host and Suspend empty host.
The algorithm migrated all the VMs from hosts to a single host if the resources
are available for the host and the hosts which are to be suspended are left empty
without VMs as per the simulation result.
 Balancing the hosts consumption.
The simulation resulted in rearrangement of virtual machines, the VM in the
lowest energy consuming host is migrated to the host with high consumption
and VM from high consumption host to low consumption host. In this way, it
balanced the hosts energy consumption.

4.3

Load Generation

The test-bed evaluations often use various benchmarking tools to generate and feed runtime
workload data to the algorithms under evaluation. In this thesis, medium sized virtual
machines (eg; VMs with six cpu cores and 8 cpu cores) are considered to conduct the
experiment. Each virtual machine is loaded with python script that imposes different
workloads on the machine. The tool used to test the CPU utilization under variable load and is
done by imposing stress with a stress tool. The command to install stress is
apt-get install stress
It is a workload generator tool designed to examine the system in various stressing methods
such as CPU, memory, I/O etc. In this thesis work, the utilization levels are increased gradually
over a period of time starting from 0 to 100% for a particular VM. This stressing in virtual
machine causes the host to function with several utilization levels. Reason for stressing the
virtual machine is to create a real time scenario similar to the data centers as they have variable
workload throughout, thus it is crucial to have a replica of that system in evaluating the
performance of the work. The stress command to impose stress is
stress -c ‘no. of cpu cores’
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4.4

CPU Utilization

CPU alone stands close to 60% of total systems performance. Hence it is crucial to evaluate
the performance of CPU in comparing system with a standard one. In this thesis work, CPU
utilization is chosen as one of the metrics to evaluate the performance of the algorithm in terms
of performance. The utilization levels are recorded for actual system and the system with the
algorithm in place. This measure allows one to define how the system is performing in terms
of CPU utilization and can derive a relation between the energy consumption, its efficiency
with CPU and check whether the service level agreements SLAs are met. SLAs are crucial to
any data center as their primary moto is to provide services with quality and no disruption.
Top command gives the list with multiple columns of details like process name, pid, user, cpu
usage, memory usage along with average system load, cpu usage and ram usage. From all
these, cpu usage is taken using following command.
top -b -d1 -n1 | grep -I “Cpu(s)”

The average of user and system is calculated as the amount of CPU utilized. The script collects
the data of user and system values over an hour and gives an hourly average as output The
CPU Utilized is calculated for each hour to know how it varies over a period of time. The
script is implemented in all the virtual machines, that imposes stress on the virtual machines
and the hosts overall utilization is measured. The values are calculated for the system without
implementing algorithm and after implementing the algorithm to know how the algorithm
impacts the CPU Utilization.

4.5

Experiment Testbed

This section introduces the experimental platform employed for the experiments and provides
description about the deployment setup. The experimental study presented in this thesis
focusses on optimizing the overall energy consumption of the data centers and also on
variation in CPU utilization of the system when live migration is used to optimize the
consumption.

4.5.1

Platform

The experiment is performed in an Openstack environment. Fuel is an open-source software
application provided by Mirantis Inc. In general, the process of deploying, testing and
maintaining various configuration flavors of Openstack is time consuming and complex but
Fuel is a GUI-driven Openstack deployment and management tool, which makes the process
simple and easy. It provides web user interfaces as well as command-line user interface(CLI)
and restful API for provisioning, configuration and management of Openstack environments.
After the deployment of an Openstack environment, a link to the Horizon Openstack
dashboard appears in fuel web UI. Using Fuel, we can deploy high available Open stack
environments on virtual or bare metal hardware. Scaling of Openstack environments can be
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done by adding and removing nodes easily. Fuel comprises of Cobbler, MCollective, Puppet,
Nailgun, Astute, UI and OSTF (Openstack testing Framework) components. They enable
hardware discovery, OS provisioning, setting up Openstack services, manage Openstack
clusters, pre and post deployment checks and other features[34].
Fuel version 8.0 architecture includes:
Fuel Master Node: This node serves as the main node with installed fuel
application. It performs all the necessary requirements from the initial configuration,
provisioning, PXE booting of the Fuel Slave nodes and assigning IP addresses to the
Fuel Slave Nodes.
Fuel Slave Node: A fuel slave node can be a controller, compute, or a storage node
that is provisioned by the fuel master node.
Node represents a physical server that consists an operating system and the Openstack
software. Multiple Openstack services run in each node. Fuel offers deployment of Openstack
services in the form of different roles. This consists of controller and compute nodes[35].
4.5.1.1

Controller Node

The controller node provides the central management system for the Openstack
deployments. It manages authentication and sends message to all the systems through
a message queue. It handles the following services:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Database: It tracks the current information about the instances and users.
Example MySQL.
All the messages for services are sent and received according to the queue
broker. Example RabbitMQ.
Keystone: Authentication and authorization for identity management.
Glance: Stores and receive images with metadata on each.
Scheduling Services: Indicates which resources to use first.
Horizon: Provides a web-based front-end for users to access open stack
services.
It offers REST API access to each service, where the API is managed by the
identity service.

Controller node has a collection of nova components such as nova-api, nova-conductor,
nova-scheduler, cinder-api, cinder-scheduler and so on. The controller node runs all the
services of nova except the nova-compute service[36].
4.5.1.2

Compute Node

Compute Nodes form the resource core of the Openstack compute cloud, providing the
processing, memory, network and storage resources to run instances. Each compute
node runs a hypervisor. A hypervisor provides software to create, manage and monitor
the virtual machines. In this thesis, KVM hypervisor is chosen as it is most widely
adopted in Openstack community. In nova, they only run nova-compute service that
creates and terminates virtual machine instances through hypervisor APIs. It also runs
neutron services for establishing networking to the instances such as Open vSwitch or
Linux Bridge service.
4.5.1.3

Block Storage Service

The block store service (cinder) provides persistence storage infrastructure for
managing volumes, and interacts with Openstack compute to provide volumes for
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instances. This service also manages the volumes types and volume snapshots. It
contains cinder-api, cinder-volume, cinder-scheduler and messaging queue. The
service provisions logical volumes using the LVM driver and provides them to the
instances via ISCSI transport. The instances are launched by creating a bootable
volume with image and then booting the instance with that volume. This method is
preferred because the VMs booted from volume can also be easily and quickly migrated
just like shared storage based live migration. And also, VMs can be recovered if their
compute host is failed[37].

Figure 8: Minimal Architecture example with Openstack networking. [37]
4.5.1.4

Live Migration in Openstack

In a typical Openstack deployment, every compute node manages its instances locally
in a dedicated directory. For example, /var/lib/nova/instances. But for live migration
this folder has be in a centralized location and shared among all the compute nodes.
Hence a shared file system or block storage is an important requirement for enabling
live migration. In this thesis work, the live migration of virtual machines is done using
volume-backed live migration, where the instances are backed by volumes rather than
ephemeral disk.That is the instances are created with volumes. The volumes are created
with image and the instance is launched with that volume. In this method no shared
storage is required.
The instances are booted easily using nova-boot command. A volume is created with
Ubuntu image and the instance is launched using that volume. The volumes are created
through cinder create command. This command creates an LV into the volume group.
cinder create --image-id $IMAGE_ID --displayname=bootablevolume $SIZEINGB
The instance is launched with the created volume using following command. Libvirt
uses the local storage as the storage for the instance. The instance gets a new disk
usually a /dev/vda disk.
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nova boot –flavor 3 –block-device source=volume, id=$volume_ID, dest=volume,
size=10, shutdown=preserve, bootindex=0 $instance_name
If the instance is volume backed, this will send the instances memory content to the
destination host. The source hypervisor keeps the track of which memory pages are
modified on the source while the transfer is in progress. The live migration is done
using nova live-migrate command[38].
nova live-migrate $UUID $compute-host
UUID is the id of VM to be migrated.
Compute host is the destination hostname.

4.5.2

Design

Two testbed models are considered in this thesis in order to perform the experiment and to
evaluate the algorithm.
 Test Case – 1: Two compute nodes and one controller node
 Test Case – 2: Four compute nodes and two controller node
4.5.2.1

Test Case – 1

In this case, two compute nodes of 8 cores and one controller node is taken. Each
compute node is deployed with medium size virtual machines. The master node helps
in node to node communication. The virtual machines are booted from volume so as
make the live migration process easier. Thus, the storage to the instances is provided
by cinder. After launching the virtual machines, workload is generated in them. The
nodes energy consumption is measured and noted. Then, after implementing the
algorithm, it takes the virtual machines consumption and other parameters as input and
rearranges the virtual machines within the nodes. It is centralized as the controller node
runs the algorithm and migrates the virtual machines from one to the other node
accordingly. The node energy consumption values are added and considered as the
system overall consumption. The values are compared with and without the algorithm.

Figure 9: Testcase-1 Setup Design
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Specifications

4.5.2.2

The software used for this setup is as follows:
o
o
o
o

Open stack command line utilities are installed to access API’s of Openstack
services like nova, cinder, glance etc.
Python-novaclient, Python-cinderclient
All the virtual machines being migrated is launched with 64-bit Ubuntu
14.04.1 LTS operating system.
PowerAPI package is installed in all the virtual machines and nodes to
measure the power consumption.
The algorithm and input fetching parameters are coded in python language.
Python-2.7 package is installed.

The hardware configurations used in this setup are:

Details

Compute Node - 1

Compute Node -2

Controller

Server

Power Edge R415

Power Edge R415

Power Edge R220

CPU

8 X 3.10 GHz

8 X 3.10 GHz

4 X 3.10 GHz

CPU Cores
RAM

8
32 GB

8
32GB

4
16GB

Disk Storage
Interfaces

0.9 TB
2 X 1 Gbps

0.9 TB
2 X 1 Gbps

0.9TB
2 X 1 Gbps

Table 1: Specification details of test bed - 1
4.5.2.3

Test Case – 2

In the second case, four compute nodes with two controller nodes are taken to perform
the experiment. Among the four compute nodes, two nodes have 8 CPU cores and the
other two are of 6 CPU cores. In all the four compute nodes, medium sized virtual
machines are launched and workload is generated. The CPU utilization and energy
consumption of the all the nodes are measured after launching the virtual machines. In
a general HA system, a minimum of three controller nodes are recommended but as the
scale of operations in this thesis work is not so high, two nodes are considered. Both
the controller nodes can communicate with all the nodes and the virtual machines. Each
node and virtual machines are loaded with input parameter fetching scripts to update
the virtual machines resources and the node available resources in order to know the
destination node for the migration process. The algorithm is implemented in the form
of python script in any one of the controller node. The controller node runs the
algorithm and migrates the virtual machines among the four nodes accordingly. In the
above case, the testbed has similar nodes, where as in this case the nodes considered
are different, so as to evaluate the algorithm under different scenarios.
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Figure 10: Test Case – 2 Setup Design
4.5.2.4

Specifications

The software built in for this setup is same as the above case. All the above mentioned
packages are installed in all the nodes and virtual machines.
The hardware configurations for this test case are:

Details

Compute1 Compute2 Compute3 Compute4 Controller1 Controller2

Server

Power
Edge R415
8 X 3.10
GHz
8

Power
Edge R415
8 X 3.10
GHz
8

Power
Edge R415
6 X 3.10
GHz
6

Power
Edge R415
6 X 3.10
GHz
6

Power Edge
R220
4 X 3.10
GHz
4

Power Edge
R220
4 X 3.10
GHz
4

32 GB

32GB

32 GB

32GB

16GB

16GB

Disk
Storage

0.9 TB

0.9 TB

0.9 TB

0.9 TB

0.9TB

0.9TB

Interfaces

2 X 1 Gbps

2 X 1 Gbps

2 X 1 Gbps

2 X 1 Gbps

2 X 1 Gbps

2 X 1 Gbps

CPU
CPU
Cores
RAM

Table 2: Specification details of testbed- 2
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5

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section explains the results obtained in the experiment scenario mentioned earlier. The
average energy consumption of the datacenter and CPU utilization values are resulted for each
hour. These values are compared for the system without algorithm and with algorithm. And
also, discusses the conclusions drawn by comparing them.

5.1

Energy Consumption

The energy consumption of the datacenter is calculated by summing the energy consumption
value of each host in the datacenter. Thus, the energy consumed by the system is obtained.
Each host’s energy consumption value is obtained by running bitwatts in it. The average is
taken every hour since the tool started running in both scenarios.

5.1.1

Case 1: Two Compute nodes

This is the case where we considered two compute nodes and one controller node. Each node
has set of virtual machines running on them with bit watts running on both virtual machines
and nodes, tool that measures energy consumption. The values tabulated in Table 3 and Table
4 reflects the cumulative energy consumption of the system and thus they are increasing with
every hour.

Without Algorithm
Each Hour
Energy Consumed
st
162.06KJ
1 hour
nd
2 hour
316.84KJ
rd
3 hour
478.95KJ
4th hour
634.08KJ
th
5 hour
795.85KJ
th
6 hour
950.65KJ
Table 3: Energy Consumption for Two
compute nodes without algorithm

With Algorithm
Energy Consumed
Each Hour
st
1 hour
133.12KJ
nd
2 hour
247.21KJ
3rd hour
355.90KJ
th
4 hour
439.52KJ
th
5 hour
522.91KJ
th
6 hour
606.34KJ
Table 4: Energy Consumption for Two
compute nodes with algorithm

The comparison graph for the tabulated values is represented as:

Energy Consumed (Kilo Joules)

Energy Consumption of Datacenter
1,000.00
800.00
600.00
With

400.00

Without
200.00
0.00
1hr

2hr

3hr

4hr

5hr

6hr

Time-Each hour
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Figure 11: Comparison of energy consumed by datacenter with two compute nodes

5.1.2

Case 2: Four Compute nodes

In this case, we considered four compute nodes and two controller nodes to conduct the
experiment. Like the above case, each node has set of virtual machines running on them with
bitwatts running on both virtual machines and nodes, tool that measures energy consumption.
The values are tabulated in Table 5 and Table 6:

With Algorithm
Without Algorithm
Energy Consumed
Each Hour
Energy Consumed
Each Hour
1st hour
363.19KJ
1st hour
361.20KJ
nd
2nd hour
599.84KJ
2 hour
666.84KJ
rd
rd
3 hour
900.05KJ
3 hour
950.27KJ
th
th
4 hour
1,089.08KJ
4 hour
1,204.27KJ
th
th
5 hour
1,277.85KJ
5 hour
1,458.89KJ
th
th
6 hour
1,447.65KJ
6 hour
1,712.28KJ
Table 5: Energy Consumption for Four Table 6: Energy Consumption for Four
compute nodes with algorithm.
compute nodes without algorithm.
The comparison graph for the energy consumed with and without algorithm for system of 4
compute nodes is represented as:

Energy Consumption of Datacenter
Energy Consumed (Kilo Joules)

1,800.00
1,600.00
1,400.00
1,200.00
1,000.00
800.00

without

600.00

with

400.00
200.00
0.00
1hr

2hr

3hr

4hr

5hr

6hr

Time-Each hour

Figure 12: Comparison of energy consumed by datacenter with four compute nodes

5.1.3

Analysis

In both the scenarios, the comparison graphs are plotted for the normal system and for the
system with implementation of algorithm. The energy consumed by the system in each hour
is increasing exponentially. When algorithm is implemented, the virtual machines in each node
rearranges and the energy consumed after rearranging is plotted. The energy consumed when
implemented also increased exponentially in each hour.
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When the values are compared, the energy consumed in each hour for the system with
algorithm are less than the normal system measured before implementing.
The energy saving for four compute nodes and two compute nodes is almost similar. It is
because of the high scale in y-axis for four compute nodes, the graph appears to be nearer than
that of two compute nodes.

5.2

CPU Utilization

The CPU Utilization is taken as one of the metric to evaluate the performance of algorithm.
This is calculated using top command. The average of summation of system and user usage
values are taken for each hour. To calculate the CPU Utilization, certain amount of load is
imposed in each virtual machine using stress tool. A script is written and implemented which
imposes the load on CPU at different levels such as 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%.

5.2.1

Case 1: Two Compute nodes

The experiment is conducted with two compute nodes and one controller node. Each node has
set of virtual machines, in which the script is implemented to impose varying loads. The
average values are taken for each hour. The script running is left undisturbed even when the
algorithm is implemented. The noted values are tabulated in Table 7 and Table 8:

With Algorithm
Without Algorithm
CPU Utilization
Each Hour
CPU Utilization
Each Hour
st
st
1 hour
1 hour
12.80%
13.90%
nd
nd
2 hour
13.60%
2 hour
12.44%
rd
rd
3 hour
12.80%
3 hour
12.04%
th hour
th
4
10.50%
4 hour
10.22%
th
th
5 hour
10.00%
5 hour
10.11%
th
th
6 hour
6 hour
9.80%
10.00%
Table 7: CPU Utilization for two Table 8: CPU Utilization for two compute
nodes with algorithm.
compute nodes without algorithm.
The work load generator will generate work every minute and sleeps one minute. The intensity
of the work load increases gradually from 0% to 100% and reduces gradually over a period of
time, hence the CPU is observed to be reduced from 1st hour to 6th hour. The figure13 shows
the comparison graph of percent of CPU Utilized with and without algorithm.
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CPU Utilization of Datacenter
CPU Utilization(%)

14.00%
12.00%
10.00%
8.00%
6.00%
4.00%
2.00%
0.00%
1hr

2hr

3hr

4hr

5hr

6hr

Time-Each hour
Without

With

Figure 13: Comparison of CPU Utilized by datacenter with two compute nodes.

5.2.2

Case 2: Four Compute nodes

In this scenario, four compute nodes with two controller nodes are taken to conduct the
experiment. Each of the four nodes have set of virtual machines running on them. The script
is implemented in all the virtual machines to impose load same as the above case. Under
varying load, CPU Utilization is measured for each node at each hour. The average value is
calculated and the resulted values are tabulated as follows:

With Algorithm
Without Algorithm
CPU Utilization
Each Hour
CPU Utilization
Each Hour
st
st
1 hour
1 hour
24.33%
26.30%
nd
nd
2 hour
24.11%
2 hour
22.82%
rd hour
rd
3
25.12%
3 hour
23.02%
4th hour
22.80%
4th hour
23.13%
th
th
5 hour
23.45%
5 hour
23.09%
th
th
6 hour
6 hour
21.63%
22.63%
Table 9: CPU Utilization for Four Table 10: CPU Utilization for Four
compute nodes without algorithm
compute nodes with algorithm.
The graph is plotted between the values for the system with algorithm and without algorithm
that are tabulated as above is represented as:
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CPU Utilization of Datacenter
CPU Utilization (%)

30.00%
25.00%
20.00%
15.00%
10.00%
5.00%
0.00%
1hr

2hr

3hr

4hr

5hr

6hr

Time-Each hour
Without

With

Figure 14: Comparison of CPU Utilized by datacenter with four compute nodes.

5.2.3

Analysis

In both the cases, the comparison graphs for CPU Utilized are plotted for the system with
algorithm and without algorithm. The values here are neither linear nor exponential, they are
varying. The values are decreasing and then increasing and then again decreasing. This is
because of varying loads at different levels that is when the load imposed is less, the value of
CPU Utilization is less whereas when the load imposed high, the value is more. The load varies
for every 60 seconds. The values for the system with and without algorithm are almost similar
when compared.
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6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This section concludes the work done in optimizing the energy consumption of a datacenter
using heuristic model. This also provide answers to the research questions formed for this
thesis work using these measurements and their analysis. In addition, includes the objectives
in exploring various strategies to improve upon this work.

6.1

Conclusion

The immense following and wide adoption of cloud computing and ever increasing resource
demands have led to a growing interest in optimizing energy consumption in large scale
infrastructures. In this thesis, we address the problem of energy consumption in cloud
datacenters, focusing on virtual machine live migration to minimize the consumption. A series
of experiments are conducted on the testbed, relying on open-source cloud environment that
is Openstack. A heuristic algorithm is developed and implemented so as to migrate the virtual
machines among the hosts. Two test case scenarios are considered, with two compute nodes
and four compute nodes to conduct the experiment and to test the performance of algorithm.
The CPU Utilization is another metric considered to test the performance of algorithm in both
the scenarios as it consumes the main part of energy in the datacenter. The overall analysis of
energy consumption and CPU Utilization of datacenter with and without algorithm is
presented in this paper.
The technique presented and results obtained by implementing shows that the CPU Utilization
of datacenter is almost similar in both cases and overall energy consumption of the datacenter
is minimized by 31% on an average. This reduction in total energy consumption can assist
datacenters to more efficiently utilize power management, proactive fault tolerance, and load
balancing capabilities of virtual machine migration.

6.2
RQ1

Answers to Research Questions
How can energy consumption be optimized using cold or live migration?
The answer to this question is explained in section 4.5. Live migration is one
of the key techniques of virtualization which is used to migrate the virtual
machines from one host to another host without any downtime. A heuristic
algorithm for limiting the energy consumption in the datacenter is designed.
This algorithm accepts the energy distribution over a set of virtual machines
and corresponding hosts as the input. The output of this algorithm is
redistribution of virtual machines to the hosts which reduces the overall energy
consumption. This rearrangement of virtual machines among different hosts is
performed using live migration technique.

RQ2

What is the energy consumed by a virtual machine during live migration?
The calculation of energy consumption of virtual machines during live
migration is detailed in the section 4.2. When designing the heuristic algorithm
to optimize the energy consumption, the virtual machines energy consumption
is measured. The energy consumption is measured using a tool called bitwatts,
which gives the power consumed by the process or the entire virtual machine
every second. These values are taken as an average over a period of time to get
the accurate value of energy consumed by the virtual machine. These values are
given as the input to algorithm, which rearranges among the hosts. After
rearrangement using live migration, the same process is used to find the energy
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consumption of virtual machines. The results show that the energy consumption
is reduced by 31% after implementing the algorithm.
RQ3

How is the overall CPU Utilization affected when live migration is used to
optimize energy consumption?
The description for this question is answered in the section 4.4. The CPU
Utilization is considered as one of the metric to evaluate the performance of
heuristic algorithm as CPU consumes the main part of the energy in a largescale system. In order to find how the overall CPU Utilization affected, certain
amount of load is imposed on the virtual machines to create an environment
same as datacenter. The load is imposed at different levels using stress tool. The
CPU Utilization is then measured using top command. The results show that
the values are increasing, decreasing and increasing over a period of time. The
overall utilization is almost similar to the test system when live migration is
used to optimize the energy consumption.

6.3

Future Work

 This an interesting area of research, further could be implemented in containers using
live migration.
 The algorithm can be improved and the performance can be tested by considering
parameters such as memory utilization, disk space, I/O performance and other related
metrics.
 This work can be implemented by developing other optimization algorithms such as
linear programming and Dynamic programming.
 In this work, Openstack cloud environment is considered which is a private cloud.
This same research can be employed by considering public cloud and hybrid cloud
environments.
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APPENDIX
The heuristic algorithm is developed to optimize the energy consumption of datacenters and
is implemented in the form of python script. The script is as follows:
import re
import os
import time
import subprocess
import sys
import itertools
import glob
import shutil
path = '/home/textfiles'
#call.("source admin-openrc.sh -p admin",shell = True)
if (30>20):
dirs = os.listdir( path )
# This would print all the files and directories
for file in dirs:
print file
folders = 0
for _, dirnames, filenames in os.walk(path):
# ^ this idiom means "we won't be using this value"
#files += len(filenames)
folders += len(dirnames)
#print folders
print len(dirs)
no_of_vms = folders - len(dirs)
#print no_of_vms
leno = []
listec = []
vms = []
tc = []
for i in range(0,len(dirs)):
leno[:] = []
seq = os.listdir(path)
print seq[i]
os.environ['dir_name'] = path+"/"+seq[i]
os.chdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
dire = [d for d in os.listdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
if os.path.isdir(os.path.join(os.environ['dir_name'], d))]
print dire
for hp in dire:
os.environ['dir_name'] = path+"/"+seq[i]+"/"+hp
os.chdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
files = glob.glob('*_ec.txt')
for one in files:
with open (one, "r") as myfile:
data=myfile.read().replace('\n', '')
leno.append(data)
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print leno
numb = [x for x in leno]
tc = sum(float(i) for i in numb)
print tc
listec.append((tc,seq[i]))
print listec
#print listec
values = sorted(listec, reverse = True)
print values
sets=[]
nodes = []
variables = []
ram = []
cpu = []
disk = []
numbers = [x[0] for x in values]
tec = sum(float(i) for i in numbers)
#print tec [sum of nodes]
order = [x[1] for x in values]
names = [x[1] for x in values[::-1]]
#print order #high to low
print names
lower_threshold = (((25.9 * no_of_vms)+(3304.9 * no_of_vms))/2)+(25.9 * no_of_vms)/2
upper_threshold = (((25.9 * no_of_vms)+(3304.9 * no_of_vms))/2)+(3304.9 * no_of_vms)/2
#print lower_threshold
vmlist = []
if tec <= lower_threshold:
for each in names:
os.environ['dir_name'] = path+"/"+each
dire = [d for d in os.listdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
if os.path.isdir(os.path.join(os.environ['dir_name'], d))]
#print dire
if len(dire) == 0:
print "shutdown node",each #dnt shutdown but exclude while calculating ec
for every in dire:
#print every
sets[:] = []
os.environ['dir_name'] = path+"/"+each+"/"+every
os.chdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
for infile in sorted(glob.glob("*.txt")):
with open (infile, "r") as myfile:
data=myfile.read().replace('\n', '')
sets.append(data)
#print sets
array = tuple(sets) #0-ec,1-ram,2-cpucores,3-disk
for one in order:
nodes[:] = []
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os.environ['dir_name'] = path+"/"+one
os.chdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
for infile in sorted(glob.glob("*.txt")):
with open (infile, "r") as myfile:
data=myfile.read().replace('\n', '')
nodes.append(data)
#print nodes
nodearr = tuple(nodes) #0-ec,1-ram,2-cpucores,3-disk
hvmd = [d for d in os.listdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
if os.path.isdir(os.path.join(os.environ['dir_name'], d))]
if every not in hvmd:
for two in hvmd:
#print two
variables[:] = []
os.environ['dir_name'] = path+"/"+one+"/"+two
os.chdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
for infile in sorted(glob.glob("*.txt")):
with open (infile, "r") as myfile:
data=myfile.read().replace('\n', '')
variables.append(data)
#print variables
nodevalues = tuple(variables)
ram.append(nodevalues[1])
cpu.append(nodevalues[2])
disk.append(nodevalues[3])
tupram = tuple(ram)
tupcpu = tuple(cpu)
tupdisk = tuple(disk)
tram = sum(float(i) for i in tupram)
#print tram
tcpu = sum(float(i) for i in tupcpu)
tdisk = sum(float(i) for i in tupdisk)
avaram = abs(float(nodearr[0])-float(tram))
#print nodearr[1]
avacpu = abs(float(nodearr[1])-float(tcpu))
avadisk = abs(float(nodearr[2])-float(tdisk))
#print array[1]
#print avaram
if float(avaram) > float(array[1]) and float(avacpu) > float(array[2]) and float(avadisk) >
float(array[3]):

oneli = "nova live-migration "
two = every
space = " "
three = one
combine = oneli+two+space+three
subprocess.call(combine, shell = True)
print " migrate", every , "to" , one
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folders = 0
for _, dirnames, filenames in os.walk(os.environ['dir_name']):
folders += len(dirnames)
if folders == 0:
print "shutdown node",each #dnt shutdown but exclude while calculating ec
break
else:
print "not enough resources for", every,"in",one,".Check next node"
else:
print every," already exists in the",one
break
elif lower_threshold < tec < upper_threshold:
join = []
onlynode = []
vmslist = []
for each in names:
os.environ['dir_name'] = path+"/"+each
dire = [d for d in os.listdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
if os.path.isdir(os.path.join(os.environ['dir_name'], d))]
#print dire
for every in dire:
#print every
os.environ['dir_name'] = path+"/"+each+"/"+every
os.chdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
for infile in sorted(glob.glob("*_ec.txt")):
with open (infile, "r") as myfile:
data=myfile.read().replace('\n', '')
join.append(data)
print join
arrays = tuple(join)
balance_ec = sum(float(i) for i in arrays)
print balance_ec
each_ec_node = (float(balance_ec) / len(dirs))
print each_ec_node
rmfrmlist = []
lessnode = []
morenode = []
allvalues = []
vmslist = []
sort=[]
msort=[]
for each in names:
onlynode[:] = []
os.environ['dir_name'] = path+"/"+each
folders = 0
for _, dirnames, filenames in os.walk(os.environ['dir_name']):
# ^ this idiom means "we won't be using this value"
#files += len(filenames)
folders += len(dirnames)
vmslist.append(folders)
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dire = [d for d in os.listdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
if os.path.isdir(os.path.join(os.environ['dir_name'], d))]
#print dire
for every in dire:
#print every
os.environ['dir_name'] = path+"/"+each+"/"+every
os.chdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
for infile in sorted(glob.glob("*_ec.txt")):
with open (infile, "r") as myfile:
data=myfile.read().replace('\n', '')
onlynode.append(data)
print onlynode
summin = tuple(onlynode)
nodeec = sum(float(i) for i in summin)
print nodeec
ls = []
ms = []
if float(nodeec) == float(each_ec_node):
rmfrmlist.append(each)
print rmfrmlist
else:
if float(nodeec) < float(each_ec_node):
lessnode.append(each)
print "less:",lessnode
for onebyone in lessnode:
os.environ['dir_name'] = path+"/"+onebyone
dire = [d for d in os.listdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
if os.path.isdir(os.path.join(os.environ['dir_name'], d))]
for one in dire:
print onebyone
concat = one+"--"+onebyone
ls.append(concat)
print ls
sort = sorted(ls, reverse = True)
print sort

else:
morenode.append(each)
print "more:", morenode
for onebyone in morenode:
os.environ['dir_name'] = path+"/"+onebyone
dire = [d for d in os.listdir(os.environ['dir_name'])
if os.path.isdir(os.path.join(os.environ['dir_name'], d))]
for one in dire:
print onebyone
concat = one+"--"+onebyone
ms.append(concat)
print ms
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msort = sorted(ms, reverse = True)
print msort

mergedlist = sort+msort
print mergedlist
array_vms = []
print vmslist
count = 0
i=1
while i <= len(vmslist):
for size in vmslist:
split_vms = ([mergedlist[q+count] for q in range(size)])
count += size
i += 1
array_vms.append(split_vms)
print array_vms
checksort = sorted(mergedlist, reverse = True)
if len(dirs) == 2:
fetching = checksort[0]
last = checksort[-1]
z=fetching.split('--')
l=last.split('--')
one = "nova live-migration "
two = z[0]
space = " "
three = l[1]
combine = one+two+space+three
subprocess.call(combine, shell = True)
othertwo = l[0]
otherthree = z[1]
mix = one+othertwo+space+otherthree
subprocess.call(mix, shell = True)
print "nova migrate" , z[0], "to" , l[1]
print "nova migrate" , l[0], "to" , z[1]
if len(dirs) == 4:
fetching = checksort[0]
last = checksort[-1]
z=fetching.split('--')
l=last.split('--')
one = "nova live-migration "
two = z[0]
space = " "
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three = l[1]
combine = one+two+space+three
subprocess.call(combine,shell=True)
othertwo = l[0]
otherthree = z[1]
mix = one+othertwo+space+otherthree
subprocess.call(mix,shell=True)
print "nova migrate" , z[0], "to" , l[1]
print "nova migrate" , l[0], "to" , z[1]
fetchingone = checksort[vmslist[0]]
lastone = checksort[(-(vmslist[0]+1))]
zone=fetchingone.split('--')
lone=lastone.split('--')
one = "nova live-migration "
two = zone[0]
space = " "
three = lone[1]
combineone = one+two+space+three
subprocess.call(combineone,shell=True)
othertwo = lone[0]
otherthree = zone[1]
mixone = one+othertwo+space+otherthree
subprocess.call(mixone,shell=True)
print "nova migrate" , zone[0], "to" , lone[1]
print "nova migrate" , lone[0], "to" , zone[1]

else:
print 'This is optimal case'

The script to impose stress every minute with varying loads to get the CPU Utilization
is as follows:
import time
import os
import sys
import subprocess
from subprocess import call

subprocess.call("sudo apt-get install stress" , shell=True)
subprocess.call("sudo apt-get install cpulimit" , shell=True)
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NUMBER_OF_CORES= subprocess.check_output("sudo nproc --all", shell=True)
strip = NUMBER_OF_CORES.strip()
one = "stress -c "
two = strip
three = " -t 60"
x = one+`two`+three
j = "stress -c 1 -t 60"
#print x
lists = [50,100]
arr = [50,100]
#cpulimit -l 25 -p 4178
start = time.time()
while (time.time() - start < 21600):
subprocess.call("sleep 60" , shell=True)
for i in lists:
subprocess.Popen(j, shell=True )
pid = subprocess.check_output("pidof -s stress", shell=True)
rmspace = pid.strip()
first = "cpulimit -l "
second = `i`
third = " -p "
fourth = `rmspace`
last = first+second+third+fourth
subprocess.call(last , shell=True)
for w in arr:
subprocess.Popen(x, shell=True )
pid = subprocess.check_output("pidof -s stress", shell=True)
rmspace = pid.strip()
first = "cpulimit -l "
second = `w`
third = " -p "
fourth = `rmspace`
last = first+second+third+fourth
subprocess.call(last , shell=True)
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